
 

Welcome to our 6th Issue! 

As the year draws to a close, it gives us the chance to 

look back at 2011 and see what the last 12 months 
have meant for the e-Assessment Association. 

Our membership has grown to just under 1,000; we 
launched a new website and international journal; ran 
the largest e-Assessment conference in the UK, and; 
recognised examples of best practice through the 
Scottish e-Assessment Awards.  
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Did you know that it’s free to join the e-Assessment Association in 2012? 
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We can also reveal some of our plans for 2012, starting with a series of regional 
events (free to members); expansion of the Awards to other parts of the UK; and 
continued development of the website. It‟s going to be a busy start to the year, 
but we wouldn‟t have it any other way! 

eAA Announcements 

This year, we plan to run two AGMs - the first will be a Corporate AGM, held on the 
first day of the e-Assessment Question conference in London on the 21st of March. 
The second will be a Member AGM, held on the 31st of August at our  

e-Assessment Scotland conference in Dundee. Both AGMs are free to attend and 
we‟ll be announcing more details shortly on the website and mailing lists. 

As part of our plans to develop our online presence, you can now follow the 
progress of the Association on Twitter, Facebook and Linkedin (just search for the 
„e-Assessment Association‟ to find us): 

 

 

 

We‟re currently working on a special issue of the International Journal of  
e-Assessment (IJEA), featuring papers on good practice from the membership of 
the Association. We expect to publish before the Corporate AGM, but if you haven‟t 

had the chance to see the first volume, then please visit the journal site at:  
http://journals.sfu.ca/ijea (registration required). 

We will also shortly be announcing elections for the Board of the e-Assessment 
Association. If you would like to be more involved with the Association and help 
promote the activities of the group, then make sure you add your name for 
consideration. We will be sending out a notice to describe the nomination process 
shortly - so listen out for updates. 
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New Corporate Members 
 

The eAA is delighted to welcome 4 new corporate members to the 
Association; we look forward to learning more about their activities in the 
new year and hope you will take the time to visit their websites to see how 
they could assist you in the area of e-Assessment. 
 

The Test Factory 

www.thetestfactory.com 

A team dedicated to delivering innovative online 
assessment solutions that add value to business 
goals.  

 
Webexaminer 
www.webexaminer.com 

Experts at creating tailor-made online assessments. 
We offer an authoring tool for setting tests and 
modern, intuitive web portals. 
 
Summit Global Testing 
www.summitglobaltesting.com 

Our technologies are blazing an exciting new path 
for licensure, certification and assessment 
organizations to perform high-stakes testing.  
 

DRS 
www.drs.co.uk 

DRS provides electronic marking solutions to some 

of the leading UK awarding bodies, marking millions 
of scripts annually at its centre in Milton Keynes.  

Upcoming Events  

 

8th February 

Open Source  

e-Assessment in STEM 

Bristol  

http://bit.ly/tMtaWx 

 

26th-29th February 

ATP - Innovations in 

Testing 

Palm Springs, California 

http://bit.ly/voGfzh 

 

14th March 

Open Source  

e-Assessment in STEM 

Manchester  

http://bit.ly/svrdRW 

 

21st-22nd March 

e-Assessment Question  

London 

www.e-assess.co.uk 

 

13th-14th June 

e-Assessment in 

Practice 

Shrivenham 

http://bit.ly/oDFO5I 

 

9th-11th July 

ePortfolio & Identity 

Conference 

London 

www.epforum.eu 

 

10th-11th July 

2012 International CAA 

Conference 

Southampton 

http://bit.ly/tNXwwN 
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Online Assessment Options - Google Docs 
 

The Google Docs suite is incredibly versatile and 
can serve as a simple platform for online quizzes. 

It‟s likely that your institutional assessment 
platform will offer more functionality, but you may 
have a need for an alternative authoring package  
if you want your students to write their own 
quizzes or if the interface on the institutional 

system is just too complicated. 

There are drawbacks - limited options for  

feedback and no easy way to include multimedia. 
However, you can embed quizzes in websites and 
set up reports with automatic scoring (with a little tweaking). 

Fortunately, others have written tutorials to give you a head start, such as 

this one from Matt Hurst: http://bit.ly/sMI6zg You can find his templates 
here: http://bit.ly/sOk2pf (search for „scantron‟) 

Feel free to try our sample quiz: http://bit.ly/rIRdaZ and view the underlying 
spreadsheet here: http://bit.ly/rMg9kF  

http://www.thetestfactory.com
http://www.webexaminer.com/
http://www.summitglobaltesting.com/
http://www.drs.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/tMtaWx
http://bit.ly/voGfzh
http://bit.ly/svrdRW
http://www.e-assess.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/oDFO5I
http://www.epforum.eu/
http://bit.ly/tNXwwN
http://bit.ly/sMI6zg
http://bit.ly/sOk2pf
http://bit.ly/rIRdaZ
http://bit.ly/rMg9kF


 

Remote Proctoring at Western Governors University 
 

Western Governors University (WGU), www.wgu.edu, is a non-profit online 
university founded and supported by 19 US governors from separate states. 
Similar in operation to the Open University (though smaller in scale), WGU 
students hail from all 50 states and participate in over 50 degree programmes. 

In 2009, the university ran a pilot to 
determine if a webcam monitoring system 
could be used in place of regular invigilated 

exams. The average student was aged 36 and 
held a full-time job, so attending one of the 
6,000 on-site assessment centres wasn‟t 
always convenient, especially for those living 
in rural areas or who were unable to travel 
due to work or family constraints.  

WGU employed Kryterion‟s Webassessor  
remote proctoring solution for the pilot. The 
camera used to monitor students, which is 
mounted on a stick, is not the standard web 
camera found on a computer. With this 

camera, online invigilators can see the computer screen, the students‟ hands 
and profile, and a 180-degree view of the test environment. 

A test centre was equipped with webcams, with half of the candidates 
monitored by on-site and online invigilators, and the other half by online 
invigilators only. Additionally, 200 students were selected to take tests at 
home. The results of the pilot showed that: 

 additional set up time was required for students monitored online, 

though this was reduced for subsequent sessions 

 the presence of a webcam didn‟t impact performance (during or 

following the exam) 

 online invigilation was as effective when detecting procedural violations 

For full details of the pilot, download the report (PDF, 274 kB):  

http://bit.ly/vfY5Au   

In 2010, the university started handing out cameras to students and now has 

over 30,000 in use. With over 10,000 tests delivered each month, around 80% 
are now conducted using the webcam system. 

Dress codes have been implemented for exam sessions. Before beginning an 
exam, the candidate‟s hair has to be pulled fully behind his or her ears to make 
sure they don‟t have any device feeding them answers. For some students, 
such as those who wear headscarves for religious reasons, this can present a 
problem. In those cases, the university can arrange for female proctors or 

students can choose to take the test at one of the on-site centres. 

There are still some bugs in the system, such as full compatibility with Apple 
products and issues with satellite Internet connections, but on the whole, the 

transition process has been reported to be fairly seamless and beneficial for 
both the university and its students.  

(For an alternative take on remote invigilation, read about the OU experience 

on page 7) 

To find out more about remote proctoring at WGU: http://bit.ly/uEUFlw 

Transforming 

Assessment 

Webinar Series 
 

Transforming Assessment 

is an Australian Learning 

and Teaching Council 

Fellowship specifically 

looking at the use of  

e-assessment within 

online learning 

environments, particularly 

those using one or more 

Web 2.0 or virtual world 

technologies. 

Beginning in 2010, the 

Transforming Assessment 

website played host to a 

series of webinars 

delivered by presenters 

from across the globe, 

covering a diverse range 

of topics, including: 

 Assessing online 

discussions  

Bobby Elliot 

(UK) 

 Assessing learning 

through role-based 

eLearning  

Dr Elyssebeth Leigh & 

Elizabeth Rosser, 

(Australia)  

 Stealth assessment: 

embedded evidence-

based assessment in 

games 

Professor Valarie 

Shute 

(USA)   

If you weren‟t able to 

attend any of these 

sessions, then don‟t 

worry, you can watch the 

recordings here: http://

bit.ly/rE0mD0 

The schedule for 2012‟s 

webinars hasn‟t been 

released yet, but it‟s 

worth checking the 

calendar for updates:  

http://bit.ly/nfnH7s 
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JISC Assessment & Feedback Draft Framework 
 

Earlier in the year, JISC announced 20 projects it would 
fund under the  Assessment & Feedback programme 
(running until 2014). The programme focuses on „large-
scale changes in assessment and feedback practice, 
supported by technology‟ and aims to: 

 articulate the educational rationale for each project and its proposed 

interventions in order to further the development of academic practice 

 demonstrate that the appropriate use of technology can make the 

implementation of educational principles easier and more 
educationally effective than would otherwise be the case 

 demonstrate that the appropriate use of technology can enable the 

cost effective implementation of educational principles 

 
You can find out more about each project on the JISC programme page: 
http://bit.ly/tU0rAQ 

As part of its strategy to ensure that the right information is delivered to the 
sector, JISC is asking the community to comment on a draft framework 
which describes the questions asked of each project and the form of 

evidence that will be generated. 

You can view the draft on the JISC Design Studio site: http://bit.ly/t4mD0M 
and can leave comments at the bottom of the page (registration is required). 
The team is looking for initial responses by the end of the January (though 
the process will continue through the working life of the projects). 

Testing, Quizzing & 

Other Interactivity 

Tools 
 

Jane Hart‟s Centre for 

Learning & Performance 

Technologies (C4LPT) site 

maintains an extensive list 

of free and commercial 

assessment tools. You‟ll 

find a lot of popular 

applications on the list, as 

well as some that you 

might not have come 

across before. 

Some of our favourites 

include: 

Quandary 

From the makers of the 

Hot Potatoes suite, 

Quandary is a simple 

branching quiz similar in 

style to the 80‟s Fighting 

Fantasy series of 

interactive books. 

http://bit.ly/txOrQ1 

Quizlet 

This popular site lets you 

(or your students!) create 

a series of Flashcards then 

test recall via online 

assessment or competitive 

games. A clean interface, 

leaderboards and mobile 

app options make this well 

worth checking out. 

http://quizlet.com 

PowerPoint Games 

A selection of PowerPoint 

2007 (and some Excel/

Word) games designed for 

younger learners. The 

activities are very simple, 

but enterprising users can 

build on the ideas, using 

the instructions available 

on the site. 

http://bit.ly/vIGC82 

Do you have a favourite 

assessment tool? If you 

let us know what it is and 

why you like it, then we‟ll 

feature it in the next 

newsletter! 
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Writing Effective Test Questions with Qstream 
 

Qstream (previously known as SpacedEd) is described as a „real-time 

learning analytics platform‟ that delivers a series of questions (and answers) 
to learners via the web to their PCs or mobile devices.  

The service repeats questions over time, with 
incorrectly answered questions  being recycled 
more frequently than those answered correctly. 
Items are „retired‟ when answered correctly 

multiple times, with courses ending when all 
questions in a series have been retired. 

Learners can decide on the number and 
frequency of questions that they receive. 
Qstream makes use of standard MCQ, multiple 
response and fill-in-the-blank formats.  

Feedback is supplied by the course author and 
also other learners who have attempted the 
questions (through an open comment facility). 

There are a variety of free courses on offer at 
the site, but you might want to try your hand at the „Writing Effective Test 
Questions‟ course at: http://bit.ly/vlhqQP 

Visit the Qstream site at: http://qstream.com  

http://bit.ly/tU0rAQ
http://bit.ly/t4mD0M
http://bit.ly/txOrQ1
http://quizlet.com
http://bit.ly/vIGC82
http://bit.ly/vlhqQP
http://qstream.com


 

Embedding Activities in Online Assessment 
 

It‟s relatively simple to add multimedia content to online assessment these 
days - inserting an image or embedding a YouTube video can dramatically 
enhance the standard multiple choice question. However, adding greater levels 
of interactivity can present a challenge.  

Flash is one option. Many authoring systems allow you to add a Flash object, 
though if you have to develop your own, you may feel that is a step too far 
(not to mention the whole HTML 5 issue: http://zd.net/s0MbXt). 

All is not lost though - there are a few 
applications out there that can help add 
new levels of interactivity to your 
questions. One example is the excellent 
open source GeoGebra: 
www.geogebra.org, a tool you can use to 

develop interactive mathematic applets 
which can be embedded into web pages.   

The website contains hundreds of 
interactive objects created by the 
community and shared under a Creative 
Commons licence. There are options to 

download applets or link to/embed 

examples from the site (in the same way 
as you would with a YouTube video. 

Using a GeoGebra applet, you could pose a mathematical problem, embed an 
interactive graph and ask the candidate to use the tool to answer the question. 

Other examples of free tools that you could embed in your assessments are 
available from JelSIM: http://www.jelsim.org 

Of course, you‟re not limited to Java 

applets - you can make use of everyday 
applications, such as those found in 
Microsoft Office. Excel spreadsheets can 
be adapted to provide an interactive 

exercise which can be downloaded as 
part of an assessment task. 

There are various websites that host 
free interactive Excel spreadsheets and 
give you tips on how to create your own 
activities. The Developer's Guide to 
Excelets which you can find on the 
Prince George‟s Community College 
website is an excellent place to start:  

http://bit.ly/cn1Td6 

Even video can be made to be more 
interactive. By adding annotations, you 
can create branching paths in a YouTube 

video - allowing the candidate to work 
through a recorded scenario before 
answering a question.  

The example on the right, created by 
Joe Sabia with Whirled Interactive, 
illustrates some of the possibilities:  
http://bit.ly/srb3sF 

Find more on creating YouTube annotations here: http://bit.ly/sLqxJ0 

HEA Assessment & 

Feedback Seminars 
 

The Higher Education 

Academy have announced 

a series of seminars on 

assessment and feedback 

to be held at universities 

around the country. Not 

all, but a large number of 

the topics covered deal 

with the use of technology 

(though all will be relevant 

to those with an interest 

in the area). 

 

 

 

 

 

The series will run from 6th 

of February to the 26th 

July 2012 and will include 

twenty seminars with 

titles ranging  as follows:  

 

 „Assessment and 

Feedback in the Digital 

Age' (UCL) 

 Transforming  

e-Assessment for 

Learning: Developing 

an Institution-wide 

Scaffold 

(Middlesex University) 

 Non-Traditional 

Assessment in 

„Traditional‟ Subjects 

(Roehampton 

University) 

 

All of the seminars are 

free to attend, but places 

will be limited with 

preference likely given to 

members of staff from 

associated universities.  

For further details and a 

complete list of topics 

covered, visit the HE 

Academy site at: 

http://bit.ly/uAOXfd 
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e-Assessment Guidelines for the VET Sector  
 

The use of e-assessment is increasing rapidly 
in the Vocational Education and Training (VET) 
sector in Australia. 

Recent national benchmarking surveys, 
conducted by the Australian Flexible Learning 
Framework, revealed that over forty per cent 
of Registered Training Organisations and more 

than sixty per cent of teachers and trainers are 
using some form of e-assessment (Australian 
Flexible Learning Framework, 2010: http://
bit.ly/vMTDc7). 

The most common form of e-assessment 
appears to be the online quiz (Callan and 

Clayton, 2010). However the consultations 
conducted during the development of these 
guidelines revealed that assessors are using a 

wide range of e-assessment strategies to collect evidence, provide feedback 
and record and report assessment outcomes. 

Both the Framework and the former National Quality Council have been keen 

to promote e-assessment and to ensure that e-assessment materials and 

practices are consistent with the principles of good assessment that are 
embedded in the Australian Quality Training Framework (AQTF). 

To this end, the Council and the Framework commissioned the development 
of this set of guidelines. These are designed to: 

 promote quality e-assessment materials and practices that are 

consistent with the (AQTF), 

 ensure that e-assessment materials are readily accessible across the 

VET system, and 

 encourage further innovation in the design and deployment of e-

assessment materials and systems. 

Download „E-assessment Guidelines for the VET Sector‟ (PDF, 683kB): 
http://bit.ly/uFat91 

FREE Membership 

of the e-Assessment 

Association 
 

For a limited time, the 

e-Assessment Association 

is waiving its annual 

membership fee of £50. 

Take advantage of this 

unique opportunity and 

sign up now! Becoming a 

member of the eAA will 

enable you to: 

 

 discuss new and 

creative approaches 

that can support 

organisational 

excellence and help 

improve the quality of 

e-Assessment; 

 share experiences, 

practice, skills and 

knowledge with other 

experts; 

 network with other 

teachers, tutors, 

academics, awarding 

body representatives, 

training providers, 

software developers 

and vendors; 

 influence educational 

policy through debate; 

 have access to new 

developments in e-

Assessment; 

 look at the latest „case 

studies‟ and „good 

practice‟ exemplars. 

 

To become a member of 

the eAA today, visit: 

http://tinyurl.com/bz6xqv  

If you would like to 

enquire about corporate 

membership, please 

contact:  

members@ 

e-assessment.com for 

more information.  
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Elements of e-Assessment: OCR Case Study 
 

In recent years, OCR has introduced technology across 
the breadth of the assessment process: in exam 
administration, marking, testing, and results. For 
teachers and trainers delivering OCR qualifications, 

technology is also being developed in the form of 
digital games, access to e-resources and membership 
of e-communities. 

A case study looks at some of the ways that OCR is using technology to 
enhance the whole journey of assessment across a wide range of subjects 
and learners. It also explains why OCR – and Cambridge Assessment – will 
always be cautious about an immediate transfer to universal e-testing. 

Read the case study featured in the ALT newsletter: http://bit.ly/uiU7vM 

http://bit.ly/vMTDc7
http://bit.ly/vMTDc7
http://bit.ly/uFat91
http://tinyurl.com/bz6xqv
mailto:members@e-assessment.com
mailto:members@e-assessment.com
http://bit.ly/uiU7vM


 

Remote Proctoring at the OU 
 

The Open University conducted a remote proctor trial using software from a US
-based provider in 2009. This involved a small group of staff being monitored 
by webcam from the States. 

Participants were actively encouraged to cheat 
in order to test the camera and the result was 
that there were several ways that this was 
possible. Given that in a real-life scenario 

students would be in their own space, it was 
felt that there would be even more ways to 
cheat if they were so inclined.  

Cost was a determining factor in the final 
decision, given the hardware, software and 
licences, but it was the potential risk to 

reputation which made the university decide 
not to pursue this form of invigilation until the 
software was significantly improved.  

Since then, the OU has been concentrating on enabling examinations to be 
done on computers, but under normal invigilation in a contracted examination 
centre. The university is in the process of piloting and evaluating two 

scenarios: 

1. the student downloads an encoded question paper prior to the 
examination and brings their laptop to the examination venue where 
they are given a password to open the file and take the 3-hour 
examination. At the end the examination paper is locked and 
uploaded to a secure server;  

2. the student comes to a hard-wired centre and provides their answers 
using the online VLE via a secure browser, which are then saved onto 

a secure server.  

There are challenges in both scenarios, but the stability of the software and the 
power provision needed (for the students‟ laptops) in the first scenario were 
determined to be the most critical ones.  
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Corporate 

Membership 
 

Current corporate 

members of the eAA 

include: 

 

AlphaPlus 

AQA 

Assessment Tomorrow 

BTL 

Calibrand 

Cambridge Assessment 

CARET 

City & Guilds 

DRS  

eCom Scotland 

Pearson VUE 

Prometric 

RM Assessment 

SCHOLAR 

Scottish Qualifications 
Authority 

Summit Global Testing  

TAG Developments 

The Test Factory 

UFI/learndirect 

WebExaminer 

WJEC / CBAC 

 

eAA Mission 

Statement  
 

„„The eAA campaigns for 

the widening of the 

effective use of  

e-Assessment in support 

of learning. The eAA will 

do this by encouraging 

individuals and 

organisations to make 

good use of  

e-Assessment, by 

explaining the issues to 

the public and by 

influencing educational 

thinking and policy.” 

Understanding the Needs of International Students 
 

At the Seoul Foreign School, teachers employ 
online tests to gauge the abilities of students 
joining the school.  

Damian Prest, deputy head, notes, “This is not 
an admittance test, it is a way for us to see 
what level of English and maths the children 

have, so that we are prepared to welcome them 

and meet their needs. Because the assessment 
is online, it doesn‟t matter which country they 
are joining us from. They can take the test 
before they leave home and we can see the results straight away.” 

Read about how the school takes advantage of the latest technology to ensure 
that every child meets their potential, right from the moment they join the 

school in GL Assessment‟s Seoul Foreign School‟s case study:  
http://bit.ly/v4p6Z1 

http://www.alphaplusconsultancy.co.uk/
http://www.aqa.org.uk/
http://www.assessmenttomorrow.com/
http://www.btl.com/
http://www.calibrand.com/
http://www.cambridgeassessment.org.uk/ca/
http://www.caret.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.cityandguilds.org.uk/
http://www.drs.co.uk/
http://www.ecomscotland.com/
http://www.pearsonvue.com/
http://www.prometric.com/
http://www.rmassessment.co.uk/
http://scholar.hw.ac.uk/
http://www.sqa.org.uk/
http://www.sqa.org.uk/
http://www.summitglobaltesting.com/
http://www.tagdevelopments.com/
http://www.thetestfactory.com/
http://www.ufi.com/
http://www.webexaminer.com/
http://www.wjec.co.uk/
http://bit.ly/v4p6Z1


 

Issue 7 
 

The next edition of the eAA newsletter is scheduled for March.  

There‟s no particular theme for the next newsletter, but we are keen to 

hear from anyone working in the area of feedback and problem-based 
scenarios. 

As always, we welcome your feedback on this edition and any 

suggestions for future topics. If you have an e-Assessment-related story 
that you would like to share with the community, then we would be 
delighted to hear from you. Items should be submitted electronically to 
the Editor, Kenji Lamb, at Soffed Ltd.: klamb@soffed.com  
 
(deadline for contributions is 2nd March, 2011) 
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Snippets 
 

Actual Newspaper or Onion Headline 
http://bit.ly/vA0xQ6 

A quick quiz that challenges you to distinguish real newspaper headlines from less factually rigorous 
headlines taken from the The Onion; perhaps an interesting activity for media or ESOL students. Mental 
Floss is a light-hearted trivia magazine from the US. 
 

IMS Question and Test Interoperability v2.1 

http://bit.ly/rAvwRR (PDF, 207kB)  

A paper on the QTI v2.1 specification used for managing and sharing assessment material written by 
Rowin Young from JISC CETIS. The briefing provides an overview of the specification, outlining 
some of the key features and value for developers and educators. 

 
Webinar - David Walker, Embedding e-Assessment: Challenges and Drivers 
http://bit.ly/soDbw6  

eAA Board Member, David Walker from the University of Dundee, delivered a webinar presentation for 
the Edinburgh Napier Education Exchange on the 15th of December. Follow the link to watch a recording 
of the session where David examines the issues surrounding the implementation of e-Assessment. 

 
Technology in Assessment - CIEA Presentation 

http://bit.ly/vA9wU9 

A Chartered Institute of Educational Assessors presentation on the use of technology in assessment, 
including computers in exams, the use of a digital pen, and using computers to assess open writing. 

mailto:klamb@soffed.com
http://bit.ly/vA0xQ6
http://www.theonion.com/
http://bit.ly/rAvwRR
http://bit.ly/soDbw6
http://bit.ly/vA9wU9

